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Title

Trading Platform

Technical Field

This invention concerns an on-line trading platform, suitable for use in any tradeable

market, for instance derivative and foreign exchange transactions between wholesale

banking clients operating in the global financial markets. In another aspect the

invention concerns a method of operating an on-line trading platform. In a further

aspect the invention concerns software for performing the method.

Background Art

On-line trading platforms have become available to facilitate derivative and foreign

exchange transactions between banking clients in over the counter (OTC) financial

markets and for Exchange Traded Contracts (ETC). These platforms display the best

Buy and Sell prices of all listed orders to all authorised participants. Typically in

markets with high liquidity the prices on the buy side and sell side of the market will be

only a single increment apart. When a Buy and Sell price match a trade may then be

consummated for all or part of the matching orders. The precise way in which the trade

is finalised may depend on the rules of the market and detail of the orders.

Disclosure of the Invention

The invention is an interactive, automated on-line trading platform, comprising a server

to serve real-time interactive trading screens to brokers and dealers. Using the platform

a trader (a broker or dealer) is able to enter an order that includes a (offer or bid) price

visible to counterparties as well as one or more better prices that are hidden from

counterparties. The trader is also able to interactively respond to visible (bid or offer)

prices in counterparties' orders by changing the prices in their own order. And, the

platform responds automatically to a counterparty's order that includes a visible price

which matches a price, whether visible or hidden, in the trader's order, to facilitate a

trade between them.

This invention has the potential to revolutionise screen trading in all existing electronic

markets and to create new electronic transaction marketplaces in areas where electronic



solutions have either failed or not been attempted. This is because the invention, for the

first time, allows electronic trading systems to emulate the subtleties of existing trading

techniques.

The platform may automatically operate to notify either or both parties in the event that

a counterparty's order is placed containing a visible price that matches either a hidden

or visible price of an existing order.

Notification functionality may also be enabled by one of the parties specifying a

notification price in a non-firm order (a notification order), and the alert may be

triggered in the event that a counterparty's order is placed containing a visible price

that matches or overlaps the notification price. The functionality can be used by a

trader to firm an order (Hidden or Visible) when a counterparty posts an order a

predetermined number of increments from the notification order.

The platform may allow a trader to issue a hidden order containing only a hidden price,

and no visible price. No publicly available record is kept of this type of order if no

subsequent trade takes place.

A hidden price may automatically be cancelled or converted into a notification trigger,

leaving the rest of the order intact, when a predetermined event occurs. For example,

after the expiry of a predetermined time period after the hidden price was first offered,

or because the price of a particular instrument known to the system moves (or doesn't

move in a certain time period). In this case an alert may also be sent to the trader.

Traders who enter an order with a hidden component may see on their trading screen,

by default, their best hidden prices. This is so the trader is always aware of the best

price they are offering. Orders that contain a hidden component may appear in a

different format to highlight that the order has a hidden component. For example, the

order may appear in a different font or have a box around it.

A trader may toggle their screen to temporarily display their visible order prices rather

than the best hidden prices.

Other parties only ever see the visible prices.



If multiple orders are placed on the same side at the same price, the platform may apply

rules to determine which order is presented to the counterparty first. For example, the

platform may give priority to a visible price over a hidden price even when the hidden

price was entered first.

In the event of two orders, on different sides, having overlapping prices, whether a

hidden price in one order overlaps a hidden or visible price in the other order, the

differential can be attributed in a manner determined by the platform. For example, the

order that was entered first could get all the benefit of the overlap, or the benefit could

be shared between both of the orders.

In another aspect the invention is a method of operating an on-line trading platform,,

comprising the steps of:

Serving real-time interactive trading screens to traders, where a screen displays

a trader's order that includes a visible (offer or bid) price as well as one or more better

prices that are hidden from counterparties.

Accepting interactive input from the trader, in response to visible (bid or offer)

prices in counterparties' orders, to change prices in their own order.

Automatically responding when a counterparty's order includes a visible price

that matches a price, whether visible or hidden, in a trader's order, to facilitate a trade.

In a further aspect the invention is computer software operable to perform the method.

Brief Description of the Drawings

An example of the invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying

drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a screenshot of an inputting dealers screen view.

Fig. 2 is a screenshot of a counterparty's screen view.

Fig. 3 is a screenshot of an order input and management wizard.

Best Modes of the Invention

Referring first to Fig. 1 the Inputting Dealers Screen View displays to the dealer their

best price 10 that is visible to counterparties; in this case an offer price of "44" that is

countered by "43". In addition the Fig. 1 view displays the best price that is hidden or



"cloaked" 12. The cloaked price 12 is boxed to flag the fact that it is cloaked; the offer

visible to a counterparty is "41 .5" but a cloaked offer of "41 " is also made.

The dealer may view the screen visible to counterparties by depressing and holding

down "C/P View" button 14, and this screen is seen in Fig. 2. This facility allows the

dealer to be certain about the information revealed to counterparties.

A dealer's prices are generally colour coded and shown in blue font to identify

ownership, whereas counterparty's prices are shown in black font. The box around a

price indicates it to be hidden and italics denotes that the price has been referred

Clicking on a dealer's screen in the either the buy or sell side, in Figs 1 and 2 these are

labeled Rec and Pay, or the product description centre column, will initiate the display

of the two way Order Input Wizard shown in Fig. 3. The two way wizard allows both a

buy and sell level to be entered. Clicking just on the buy or sell would show one set of

inputs.

Show = order level displayed on screen.

Best = hidden (cloaked)order that is an order at an improved level but not displayed to

other users' screens. There may be multiple Best levels depending on Market demands

i.e. Best 1, Best 2 etc. as is the case for the inputs below.

Cancel at = a time at which an order is either cancelled or a notice of impending

cancellation is activated. This can be either actual time or time to cancel.

Good for = the length of time a hidden order stays firm for before it is referred or

canceled.

Trigger = A level, criteria or event that if traded or occurs would cause the dealer to

want to reexamine an order. This may set of some form of notifier or cancel the order.

Curve trigger in this instance is particular to the Interest Rate market.

Matching Rules for the screens are as follows:

Firm visible orders have priority over any hidden order at the same trading level

(price).

Firm hidden orders have trading priority over referred orders at the same level (price).



There is no queue for non firm (notifier) orders, as all such orders at the same level

(price) will be invited to deal and the first to respond by firming the order will be given

the opportunity to deal first.

The status of all orders, visible or hidden, initiated on the invention will be either firm

or referred or a combination of both.

These orders status can be governed by one or a combination of criteria which may be

defaulted by the system administrator or by the dealers themselves.

Cloaked prices may be firm for a described default time and then are referred

dependant on when they were entered and if they have be changed by the dealer

Dealers are asked by way of active notifiers that allow them to trade, cancel order or

adjust their order level at the previously described default levels

Dealers may also be able to set how many increments, if any, from their cloaked order

they are asked to reconfirm their order levels

Apposing Firm status orders at the same level directly deal

Apposing referred status order and firm status order will result in the referred dealer

being ask if they can trade at the level before dealing takes place

Both owners of apposing referred status orders at the same level will be asked if they

are prepared to deal before dealing takes place

A hit at the level of a visible referred order will result in the referred dealer being asked

to trade at the level and the hitter having the option to call off the attempted trade at any

time prior to the hit dealer accepting the hit level

A hitter always has firm status at the level

Industrial Applicability

This invention may find application in any of the following:

• All exchange traded futures

• Energy

• Commodities

• Weather

• Carbon

• Water

• Property

• Bonds

• Bank Bills



• Deposits

• Foreign Exchange

• Repurchase Agreements

• Equities

• Credit

• Securities

• Mortgages

• Freight

• Precious Metals

• Base Metals

• Oil

• Coal

• Electricity

• Natural Gas

• Emissions

• All auction based screen trading



Claims

1. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform, comprising a server to serve

real-time interactive trading screens to brokers and dealers, wherein, in use:

a trader is able to enter an order that includes a price visible to counterparties as

well as one or more better prices that are hidden from counterparties;

the trader is also able to interactively respond to visible prices in counterparties'

orders by changing the prices in their own order; and,

the platform responds automatically to a counterparty's order that includes a

visible price which matches a price, whether visible or hidden, in the trader's order, to

facilitate a trade between them.

2. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 1,

wherein the platform automatically operates to notify either or both parties in the event

that a counterparty's order is placed containing a visible price that matches either a

hidden or visible price of an existing order.

3 . An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 1 or 2,

wherein the platform automatically operates to notify a party who specifies a

notification price in a non-firm order when a counterparty's order is placed containing a

visible price that matches or overlaps the notification price.

4. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 3,

wherein a party specifies a notification price in a non-form order, and the notification

price is set a predetermined number of increments from a hidden order.

5 . An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein the platform also allows a trader to issue a hidden order containing only

a hidden price, and no visible price.

6. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein the platform automatically cancels or converts a hidden price into a

notification trigger, leaving the rest of the order intact, when a predetermined event

occurs.



7. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein traders who enter an order with a hidden component see on their trading

screen, by default, their best hidden prices.

8. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 7,

wherein orders that contain a hidden component appear in a different format to

highlight that the order has a hidden component.

9. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 7,

wherein a trader toggles their screen to temporarily display their visible order prices

rather than the best hidden prices.

10. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein if multiple orders are placed on the same side at the same price, the

platform applies rules to determine which order is presented to the counterparty first.

11. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein in the event of two orders, on different sides, having overlapping prices,

whether a hidden price in one order overlaps a hidden or visible price in the other order,

the differential is attributed in a manner determined by the platform.

12. A method of operating an on-line trading platform, comprising the steps of:

serving real-time interactive trading screens to traders, where a screen displays a

trader's order that includes a visible price as well as one or more better prices that are

hidden from counterparties;

accepting interactive input from the trader, in response to visible prices in

counterparties' orders, to change prices in their own order; and,

automatically responding when a counterparty's order includes a visible price

that matches a price, whether visible or hidden, in a trader's order, to facilitate a trade.

13. Computer software operable to perform the method according to claim 12.
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AMENDED CLAIMS

received by the International Bureau on 22 July 2008 (22.07.08)

1. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform, comprising a server to serve

real-time interactive trading screens to brokers and dealers, wherein, in use:

a trader is able to enter an order that includes a price visible to counterparties as

well as one or more better prices that are hidden from counterparties;

the trader is also able to interactively respond to visible prices in counterparties'

orders by changing the prices in their own order; and,

the platform responds automatically to a counterparty's order that includes a

visible price which matches a price, whether visible or hidden, in the trader's order, to

facilitate a trade between them.

2. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 1,

wherein the platform automatically operates to notify either or both parties in the event

that a counterparty's order is placed containing a visible price that matches either a

hidden or visible price of an existing order.

3. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 1 or 2,

wherein the platform automatically operates to notify a party who specifies a

notification price in a non-firm order when a counterparty's order is placed containing a

visible price that matches or overlaps the notification price.

4 . An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 3,

wherein a party specifies a notification price in a non-firm order, and the notification

price is set a predetermined number of increments from a hidden order.

5. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein the platform also allows a trader to issue a hidden order containing only

a hidden price, and no visible price.

6 . An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein the platform automatically cancels or converts a hidden price into a

notification trigger, leaving the rest of the order intact, when a predetermined event

occurs.
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7 . An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein traders who enter an order with a hidden component see on their trading

screen, by default, their best hidden prices.

8. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 7,

wherein orders that contain a hidden component appear in a different format to

highlight that the order has a hidden component.

9. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to claim 7,

wherein a trader toggles their screen to temporarily display their visible order prices

rather than the best hidden prices.

10. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein if multiple orders are placed on the same side at the same price, the

platform applies rules to determine which order is presented to the counterparty first.

11. An interactive, automated on-line trading platform according to any preceding

claim, wherein in the event of two orders, on different sides, having overlapping prices,

whether a hidden price in one order overlaps a hidden or visible price in the other order,

the differential is attributed in a manner determined by the platform.

12. A method of operating an on-line trading platform, comprising the steps of:

serving real-time interactive trading screens to traders, where a screen displays a

trader's order that includes a visible price as well as one or more better prices that are

hidden from counterparties;

accepting interactive input from the trader, in response to visible prices in

counterparties' orders, to change prices in their own order; and,

automatically responding when a counterparty's order includes a visible price

that matches a price, whether visible or hidden, in a trader's order, to facilitate a trade.

13. Computer software operable to perform the method according to claim 12.
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